
Brayton PTO Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, November 14, 2012
9:00 am

Called to Order:  
Jennifer called the meeting to order at 9:00 am.

Jennifer started the meeting with “Thank you’s”.  Thanks to the teachers and staff for 
caring for the students.  Thanks to the Brayton families for coming together and helping 
one another.  Thank you to Meghan Terry for a great job with the communication.
Consider this time not as a (PTS) post traumatic symptom but as (PTG) post traumatic 
growth.  This difficult time helped people reconnect with families and work positively 
together.

PTA to PTO:
Sue Roberts explained that the transition from PTA to PTO is a long process and the 
IRS requires a few small changes with specific language in the bylaws.  A copy of the 
changes of bylaws provided to general membership at the meeting.  A paper vote was 
passed out to the membership with the bylaws change and decision for Exec Board to 
make any additional “Bylaws” changes deemed necessary by the IRS, at the meeting.  
The vote was approved to amend the bylaws.  Sue will make the changes.
Sue Roberts explained that the disaffiliation from PTA is in the final steps:  license filed, 
tax exempt status 501c3  submitted 9 months ago and is now assigned to an agent.
Why are we disaffiliating from PTA?  The PTA dictates its own bylaws.  In addition, we 
have fees we need to pay for being a part of PTA.  These fees go towards helping 
schools but we have SEF and Speak up Summit in the community that directly helps 
our schools.  Brayton and Franklin are the last schools in Summit to disaffiliate from 
PTA.  Becoming a PTO gives us more control.
Liability insurance is covered under the umbrella of the Board of Education, BOE, as per 
Lou Pepe.  The BOE is a strong supporter to the school system.

Book club is postponed.

Dr Moretz echoed “Thank You’s”.  Very proud of the staff for caring for the students 
during the storm.  Kids were happy at school.  The governor excused the mandated 
attendance rate during the week after Storm Sandy.  Attendance rate was between 
72-87%.  The high school had 90% attendance rate.  The governor did NOT waiver the  
180 days requirement.
At this time we still have 1 snow day left.

Valerie, former Brayton family, moved to Manasquan.  Her children’s school and 
teacher’s homes were devastated.  Dr. Moretz would like to consider “adopting a 
school” and help them.  They are in need of Target, Michael’s gift cards for school 
supplies.  Membership at the meeting were all in favor of “Adopting a School”  and the 
children will be able to participate “hands on” in helping.  Dr. Moretz to follow up.



Kelly Sepe will be going out on maternity leave next week.
Mr. Stanbro will be coming back Monday, Nov. 19.

Learning Workshop:  new person was hired and to be starting soon.

Parent- Teacher conferences will be rescheduled.  Report Cards to be coming home 
Nov. 30.

International Night postponed to the Spring.

Holiday Concert postponed to Monday, Dec. 17.

Time Capsule planting postponed until the Spring.

Dr. Moretz presented power point on “Core Standards”.
Dr. Moretz reported that we are already “matching up” to their requirements.
“Core Standards” is a movement in the country to create a uniformity and common 
bench marks to be met by all students.
48 of the 50 states adopted the “Core Standards”.  Texas is one of the states that has 
not adopted “Core Standards”.
It is a program of “What kids need to know K-12.”

In the past NJ mandated a core content and it was tested through NJASK.
Going forward, K-5 LA and Math will fall under the “Core Standards”.
Social Studies, Science, Art and other subjects will still fall under NJ State Standards.

The Core Standards expect in grade 4 reading to be 50% fiction, grade 8, 40% fiction 
and grade 12, 20% fiction.  Teachers will be needing more books.  Maybe Brayton could 
hold a book drive after the Holidays to help boost the Teacher’s libraries.

Literary Shift 1:
Build Knowledge through content rich nonfiction.  Brayton achieves building the 
background through word study and word walls.

Shift 2:
Reading,writing and speaking grounded in evidence from text.  Students will see the 
text itself as a source of evidence.

Shift 3:
Regular practice with complex text and it’s academic language.  Students are taught to 
read at own level to build joy.



Math:

Practice:                                                            Content:
Describe ways students should                        Focus on domains of Math
engage with math as they grow.
Priorities:

P-2  Add/subtract and measurement of whole numbers.
3-5  Multiplication and division of whole numbers and fractions.
6      Ratios and proportional reasoning.  Early expressions and equations.
7      Ratios and proportional reasoning.  Arithmetic of rational numbers.
8      Linear algebra.

P-K add and subtract within 5
1     add and subtract within 10, 20.
2     add and subtract  within 100.

 Chicago Math is still viable and matching up with the “Core Standards”.

Math Shift 1:
Focus strongly on where the standards focus.  This gives more time on thinking and 
working on fewer concepts.

Shift 2:  Think across the grades.  Build on knowledge year to year.

Shift 3:  Rigor in major topics.  Pursue conceptual understanding.  Practice and mastery 
at a deeper level.  Apply math in other content areas.  An example is Continental Math.

PARCC (Partnership for Assessing Readiness for College and Careers) will be the test 
to replace NJASK.  This should take place next year.

Teachers are working on aligning the report cards to reflect the “Core Standards”.  Plan 
to pilot in the spring.  New report cards to begin September 2013.

A  parent reports that her child states that they have never learned the science content 
on the State Tests.  Dr. Moretz explains that the children learn the content in a more 
“hands on” fashion at Brayton.  Brayton children still score high on Science portion of 
NJASK.

The “No Child Left Behind” is not eliminated but requirements have changed. Every 
child can not meet proficiency at the same time.

Teachers are happy with the “Core Standards”



Jennifer Anderson acknowledges that Brayton is very lucky to have Dr. Moretz.  Dr. 
Moretz has valuable information for parents at the PTO meetings and to tell a friend and 
encourage them to come to a PTO meeting.
Jennifer would like to thank the following people:
Thank you to the families that embraced the storm and helped others.
Thank you to Meghan Terry for the website and great communication.
This is a time for Post Traumatic Growth and to “Adopt a School” is evident of that.  It 
allows us to teach our children to do something good from something bad.

Thank you to the families for donating food to help families in need during the storm as 
well as providing for families for Thanksgiving.  This was also a “Student of the Month” 
activity.
Thank you to the custodians, Paul and Adam, who spent 2 nights at Brayton to help 
prevent flooding or damage to the school that could have been caused by the Storm 
Sandy.
Thank you to MaryBeth Driscoll and Miriam Zahn for the Walkathon.  The walkathon 
raised over $8100 and moving forward in getting the Rock Wall for this Spring.
Thank you to Nikki Bendl and Kate Keenan for Bingo Night and Nancy Simon, Jennifer 
Wang, and Sandy Sula for the Bingo Baskets.  Bingo Night raised over $1300.
Thanks to Ollie Browne, a Brayton father, who helped so many families hook up 
electricity and heat in their home during the Storm Sandy.
Thanks to Barbara Edwards and Lynn McGough for their work on the Stop and Shop 
display.  Brayton took first place in the contest.  Jennifer encouraged parents to stop by 
Stop and Shop and fill out info to support Brayton.  The more people spend at Stop and 
Shop could reflect on our winnings.  First place winnings to be received in March and 
estimated to be about $2000.
Thank you to Susanne Neilan and Sharon Pryor for their work on the cafeteria.

A suggestion for a speaker, Kirk Martin, on the topic of “Calm Parenting”.

Jennifer encouraged parents to continue supporting Brayton thru boxtops, website 
Target,Gap and Bloomingdales.

Reminders:

Nov 15, BOE mtg with the discussion of full day Kindergarten.
Also a continued discussion of study hall to replace gym for high School athletes one 
day a week.

Nov. 19-20 Book Fair.  Still looking for volunteers.  Please sign up online on the website.

Dec. 4  Speak up Summit meeting

Dec. 7  Breakfast with Dads and Special People.  Start time 7:30. Fathers are reminded 
to stay with children until 8:05 am and walk children to the line.



Parent teacher conferences TBD
Parent visitation TBD
International Night postponed until the Spring
Book Club TBD
Time Capsule postponed until the Spring
Winter Concert  for 4th and 5th grade students-Dec. 17 at 7:30

Dr. Moretz encouraged parents to please sign up to be a parent tutor.  Sue Roberts 
spoke on behalf of being a parent tutor and stated it was one of the most rewarding 
volunteer positions she has held at Brayton.  It is only one hour a week and a very 
rewarding experience.

Jennifer Anderson encourages people to support Santa Claus Shop.  Program helps 
hundreds of families in the community provide for Christmas including toys, 
books,clothes, and household items.  Organization is in need of toys and can drop them 
off at Lisa Kein’s house.
Brayton has a Gingerbread House that supports Santa Clause shop as well.  Also 
Brayton holds a hat and mitten drive to support Santa Clause Shop.

Meeting adjourned at 11am.


